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A strengthened form of the fixed point property for posets is presented, in which isotone 
functions are replaced by more general isotone relations. For finite posets, this 'relational fixed 
point property' turns out to be equivalent to dismantlability. But an example shows that not 
every infinite poset with the relational fixed point property is dismantlable. Applications to 
quotients and direct products are given. 
1. Introduction 
A poset P is said to have the fixed point (FPP) if every isotone (order- 
preserving) self-map of P has a fixed point. The famous results of Tarski and 
Davis assert that a lattice is complete if and only if it has FPP. More recently, 
there has been much interest in trying to characterize FPP for more general 
posers. In this paper, we study the fixed point property alongside a new, stronger 
property, in which functions are replaced by relations. 
We begin, in Section 2, with some notions, such as order homotopy, retracts, 
and irreducibles, which are useful in the study of the fixed point property. Many 
of these ideas and results were discovered in an investigation of finite topological 
spaces by Stong, and rediscovered in more combinatorial language by Duffus, 
Rival, and others. My treatment does not use topology per se, but uses ideas 
borrowed from topology. 
Section 3 begins the study of the fixed point property by showing that FPP is an 
invariant of order homotopy type, and by defining dismantlable posets. 
Isotone relations were first studied by R.E. Smithson [8] under the name 
'order-preserving multifunctions'. A relation from P to O is a function from P to 
the power set of Q. A relation [ :P- -~ O is isotone if, whenever w < x in P, 
(i) for all y in f(w), there exists z in f(x) such that y ~< z, and 
(ii) dually, for all z in f(x), there exists y in f(w) such that y ~< z. 
This definition will be motivated by an attempt o compute an isotone function 
included in a given relation, using 'local' information. We will also see that every 
relation between posets includes a largest isotone relation, which can be com- 
puted fairly easily in the finite case. 
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Section 5 defines a poset P to have the relational fixed point property 
(relational FPP) iff every nonempty isotone relation from P to P has a fixed point. 
(An element x of P is a fixed point of a relation f:P---~ P if x ~f(x).) This 
property clearly implies FPP, but the converse is not true. Like FPP, relational 
FPP is an invariant of order homotopy type. Unlike FPP, there is a simple 
characterization f finite posets with relational FPP: a finite poser has relational 
FPP just in case it is dismantlable. However, relational FPP is not the same as 
dismantlability in the infinite case. 
Suppose that a group G acts on a poset P, and consider the projection map 
p :P  ~ P/G. (Assuming that P has no infinite chains, the set P/G of orbits is a 
poset.) It turns out that the inverse relation of p is isotone. This makes it easy to 
prove, in Section 6, that if P has relational FPP, then so does P/G. 
As reported by Baclawski and Bj6rner [3], I. Rival asked the following 
question: If P and Q are two posets with FPP, must their direct product Px  Q 
have FPP? Baclawski and Bj6rner gave some partial results, but did not settle the 
question completely. In the case of finite posets, relational FPP is preserved by 
direct products. However, it is interesting to note that the proof uses dismantlabil- 
ity rather than proceeding directly from the definition of relational FPP. One 
result which does use isotone relations explicitly says that if P has relational FPP, 
Q has FlaP, and P and Q are well-ordered complete, then P x Q has FPP. o 
2. Order homotopy 
If P and Q are posets, let Hom(P, Q) denote the set of isotone maps from P 
into Q. Partially order Horn(P, Q) componentwise, i.e. [~<g if f(x)~g(x) for all x 
in P. Write f=  g ~ is order-homotopic to g) if [ and g are in the same connected 
component of the poset Hom(P, Q). That is, f is order-homotopic to g if there is a 
sequence h0, hi . . . . .  /% in Hom(P, Q) such that f = h0 ~< ha ~> h2 ~" " " ~ ]ln = g- 
This is clearly an equivalence relation on Hom(P, Q). 
Remark 2.1. We can make order homotopy look a bit more like topological 
homotopy. Let F, denote the fence 
x0.,'/Y l~x  i . / /Y2~x2/ /y3 - .  - Yn~X. n - 
Then f = g just in case there exists a fence/7, and an isotone map H:  P × F, ~ Q 
such that H(z, x0)= f(z) and H(z, x,,)= g(z) for all z in P. 
Stong showed [9, Corollary 2] that order homotopy is actually a special case of 
topological homotopy, in the finite case: If you topologize posets so that the open 
sets are the order ideals, then the isotone maps are the continuous maps. And if P 
is finite and f and g are in Horn(P, O), then f and g are order-homotopic just in 
case they are homotopic. 
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Proposition 2.1. I[ 1:1 - gl and [2 = g2, then [1 o f2 ~- [1 ° g2 --~ g l  o g2,  provided that 
the compositions make sense. 
PrOf .  Since fa-~ gl, there is a sequence in the poset of maps connecting [1 and 
gl. Compose each function in the sequence with g2 to conclude that fl ° g2 = 
gl ° g2- The proof that fl ° g2-~/1 o g2 is similar, except hat one needs to use the 
fact that fl is isotone. []  
A poset P is said to be a retract of a poset Q if there exist functions r in 
Horn(Q, P) and j in Horn(P, Q) such that r o j = idp (the identity map of P). More 
generally, P is dominated by Q (P~ Q) if there exist functions f in Horn(P, Q) 
and g in Horn(Q, P) such that g o f~-idp. We also say that P is order-homotopy 
equivalent to Q (P~-Q) if there exist functions f in Horn(P, Q) and g in 
Hom(Q, P) such that g of---idp and fo  g=ido .  Clearly P~-Q implies P~Q and 
Q ~ P, but the converse is not true for infinite posets. 
Prol~si l ion 2.2. Order homotopy equivalence is an equivalence relation, and 
dominance is a preorder. 
Proof. Use Proposition 2.1 to prove transitivity. The other parts are trivial. []  
Following Rival, we say that an element x of a poset P is an irreducible of P if 
either P<x(={yeP:y<x})  has a greatest element, or else P>x has a least 
element. 
Prol~si l ion 2.3 [9, Theorem 2]. I ra is an irreducible lement of P, then P= P\{a}. 
Proof. We may assume that P<a has a greatest dement  b. Let j:P\{a}----> P be 
the inclusion map. Define f:P--->P\{a} by f (a )=b and f (x )=x  if x~a.  One 
easily checks that f is isotone. Then j o f~<idp and f o j = idp\tar, so P= P\{a}. [] 
We say that Q is a core of P if Q has no irreducibles, and Q can be obtained by 
successively removing irreducibles from P. Clearly every finite poset has a core. 
Corollary 2.4. I f  Q is a core of P, then P = O. [] 
Theorem 2.5 ([9, Theorem 3], cf. [3, Theorem 4.1]). I f  P is a poset without 
irreducibles or infinite chains, then idp is not order-homotopic to any other map. 
Proo|.  It is enough to show that idp is not comparable to any other self-map of P. 
Suppose that g ~ Hom(P, P), g I> idp, and g ~ idr,. Let m be a maximal element of 
{x ~P:x  <g(x)}. (Since P has no infinite chains, every subset has maximal and 
minimal elements.) Then m is irreducible, and g(m) is the least element of P>,,. 
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For suppose x > m. By choice of m, g(x) = x. But since g is isotone, g(x) I> g(m). 
Therefore x~>g(m). However, the existence of an irreducible is a contradic- 
tion. []  
Theorem 2.6. I f  C is a core of P, C has no infinite chains, and P ~ Q, then C is a 
retract of Q. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 2.2, C ~ Q. Therefore there exist maps f 
in Horn(C, Q) and g in Hom(Q,C)  such that g o f= idc .  By Theorem 2.5, 
g o f = idc. Therefore C is a retract of Q. []  
Corollary 2.7 [9, Theorem 4]. I f  P and Q are finite posets, then P = Q if and only 
if each core of P is isomorphic to each core of Q. 
Proo|.  By Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 2.2, P = Q if and only if each core of P 
is order homotopy equivalent to each core of Q. It remains to be shown that if C 
and D are two finite cores and C = D, then C is isomorphic to D. By Theorem 
2.6, C is a retract of D and D is a retract of C. In particular, there exist isotone 
injections from C into D and vice versa. Then since C and D are finite, one can 
use simple counting arguments to show that C is isomorphic to D. []  
Corollary 2.8 [5, Theorem 5]. Any two cores of a finite poser are isomorphic. 
In view of Corollary 2.8, we can write core(P) unambiguously for any finite 
poset P. 
3. The fixed point property 
A poset P is said to have the fixed point property (FPP) if, for every f in 
Horn(P, P), there exists x in P such that f(x) = x. 
A poset P is said to be well-ordered complete if every nonempty well-ordered 
chain of P has a supremum in P, and every nonempty dually well-ordered chain of 
P has an infirnum in P. A theorem of Abian and Brown [1, Theorem 2] says that 
if P is a well-ordered complete poset, f e Horn(P, P), and there exists x in P such 
that f(x) is comparable to x, then f has a fixed point. 
The idea of retract is quite important in the study of the fixed point property, as 
discussed in [4]. For instance, there is the following fundamental fact: 
l~oposilion 3.1. I f  P is a retract of Q and Q has FPP, then P has FPP. [] 
The simple proof of Proposition 3.1 is omitted, because it is similar to the proof 
of the next theorem. The next theorem implies Proposition 3.1, except for an 
added chain condition, and also generalizes [3, Theorem 4.2]. 
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Theorem 3.2. I f  P~ Q, Q has FPP, and P is well-ordered complete, then P has 
FPP. 
lh~mt. Let a be a member of Horn(P, P), which must be shown to have a fixed 
point. Choose f in Horn(P, Q) and g in Horn(Q, P) such that g o f_~ idp. Consider 
the map foaog:Q- ->O.  Since O has FPP, there exists y in O such that 
foaog(y)=y.  Then gofoc~og(y)=g(y) ,  so g(y) is a fixed point of go foa .  
Note that g o f o a --- idp o a = a by Proposition 2.1. Suppose that g o f o a = h0 ~< 
ha>~hz<~ .. .>~h,,=a. Now we proceed by induction. If hi.~<h/-+l and /h-(x)=x, 
then x = ~(x)<-~+l(x).  Then by Abian and Brown's Theorem, ~+1 has a fixed 
point. Thus we find that a has a fixed point. []  
Theorem 3.2 shows that for well-ordered complete posets, FPP is an invariant 
of order homotopy equivalence classes. And in particular: 
Corollary 3.3. I f  P is a finite poset, then P has FPP if and only if core(P) has 
FPP. [] 
A poset is said to be dismantlable if it is well-ordered complete and order 
homotopy equivalent to a point. (By Corollary 2.7, a finite poset is dismantlable if 
and only if its core is a point.) Since the one-point poset clearly has FPP, Theorem 
3.2 implies that dismantlable posets have FPP ([3, Theorem 4.2] and [7, Corollary 
2]). 
4. Isotone relations 
Let g :P---~ Q be an isotone function. Suppose that we have only some 
information about the values of g. That is, suppose we know only that g is isotone 
and that for each x in P, g(x) lies in a certain subset f(x) of Q. What else can we 
deduce about g using only 'local' information, i.e. without postulating values and 
checking whether they imply any contradictions? Whenever x < y in P, the fact 
that g is isotone implies that g(x)~<g(y). Since g(y)~f(y) ,  it follows that g(x) 
belongs to the order ideal generated by f(y). Dually, g(y) must belong to the 
order filter generated by f(x). Thus, for each z in P, g(z) must belong to the set 
f(z)N N {ideal(f(y))}N ['] {filter(/(x))}. 
y~'Z X~Z 
This is the motivation for what follows. 
A relation from P to Q is a function which maps elements of P to subsets of Q. 
Let Rel(P, Q) denote the set of all relations from P to Q. Of course a relation 
from P to Q can be identified with a subset of P x Q, so Rel(P, Q) forms a 
complete lattice with respect o inclusion. 
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Define a function 1" : Rel(P, Q) --~ Rel(P, Q) by 
"r(f)(x) = f(x) N ~ {ideal(f(y))} fq N {filter(j¢(Y))}. 
y~'x y<x 
Clearly -r ~< id, that is ~-(f) c f for every f in Rel(P, Q). It is also easy to see that 1" 
is isotone. By the argument at the beginning of this section, every isotone function 
included in the relation [ is also included in ~-(f). 
Now define 1 "*~ :Rel(P, Q) --~ Rel(P, Q) by 
"r**(f) = greatest fixed point of -r, less than or equal to f. 
This is well-defined by Tarski's fixed point theorem. One can also obtain T ~ by 
transfinite iteration of -r, hence the notation. Of course, if P and Q are finite, then 
-r** is obtained after finitely many iterations of "r. 
Like -r, the function 1" *~ is isotone, and ~-~ <'r ~< id. But also ~-*~ o -r ~ = "r *~, so "r ® is 
a coclosure operator on Rel(P, Q). Furthermore, the closed elements with respect 
to "r *~ are precisely the fixed points of I". And if an isotone function g : P -+ Q is 
included in a relation f, then g =-r**(g) is also included in the relation C*(f). 
A relation f : P --~ Q is fixed by -r just in case for each x in P, f(x) _ ideal(f(y)) 
for each y >x ,  and f(x)c_filter(f(y)) for each y <x.  With that in mind, let us 
preorder the subsets of the poset Q by 
A ~<B ¢~ A ~ideal(B) and B ~fi lter(A). 
Let (~ denote the resulting preordered set of all subsets of O. Note that O imbeds 
(as a poset) into 0 by the map x~--->{x}. Note also that the definition of (~ is 
self-dual, i.e. reversing the order of O simply has the effect of reversing the order 
of Q. (Baclawski [2] studied the relation in which A <~B if and only if 
ideal (A) c ideal(B) - -ha l f  of the present definition.) 
A relation f : P ---> Q can be naturally identified with a function from P into Q. 
Let us say that f is isotone if the induced function f : P----> 0 is isotone as a map of 
preordered sets. (Smithson I-8] gave an equivalent definition for what he called an 
order-preserving multifunction.) Note that if our relation f : P ---> Q happens to be 
a function, then this definition is equivalent o the usual definition of an isotone 
function. By previous remarks, a relation is isotone just in case it is closed with 
respect o C ~. Or more generally: 
Proposition 4.1. For each f in ReI(P, Q),-r®(f) is the largest isotone relation 
included in [. [] 
A relation f :P--->Q also induces a function f:/5....>(~ by f (A )= 
[_J {f(x) : x ~ A}. 
l~oposif ion 4.2. I f  f : P---> O is an isotone relation, then the induced function 
f : P----> 0 is isotone. 
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l~mot. Suppose A<~B in P. By duality, it is enough to show that [(A)~_ 
ideal(f(B)). Let y be a member of ]'(A). Then there exists x in A such that 
y ~[(x). Since A ~<B, there exists z in B such that x ~< z. Since f is isotone, 
f(x)<~[(z). So there exists w in [(z) such that y~w.  But w~[(B), so this proves 
that y ~ ideal(f(B)), as desired. []  
Proposition 4.3. The composite o[ two isotone relations is an isotone relation. 
l~t .  Let jf : P --~ Q and g : Q --~ R be two isotone relations. Then f induces an 
isotone function f :P -~ 0.  By Proposition 4.2, g induces an isotone function 
g :0  ~ 1~. So g can be composed with [ to yield an isotone function from P to 
/~. []  
Remark 4.1. Everything in this section could easily be generalized, by replacing 
posets by directed graphs and isotone functions by digraph homomorphisms. 
5. Fixed points of isotone relations 
If f : P ~ P is a relation and x ~ P, we say that x is a fixed point of f if x ~ f(x). 
This generalizes the notion of a fixed point of a function. If f has no fixed points, 
then [ is fixed point free. Clearly, any function included in a fixed point free 
relation is also fixed point free. In fact, a relation is fixed point free just in case it 
is included in the relation xr--~P\{x}. 
A poset P will be said to have the relational fixed point property (relational FPP) 
if every nonempty isotone relation from P to P has a fixed point. Clearly 
relational FPP implies FPP. But the converse is not true; for instance, the poset 
shown in Fig. 1 has FPP but not relational FPP. 
The main goal of this section is to show that a finite poset has relational FPP if 
and only if it is dismantlable. 
Preorder the relations from P to Q componentwise, using the pre0rder <~ on (~. 
That is, f~<g if f (x)~g(x) for all x in P. This is not to be confused with the 
inclusion partial order on Rel(P, Q). 
Fig. 1 
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Proposition 5.1. If f, g:P---~ Q are relations uch that f<~g, then f(A)<~g(A) for 
all A in/5. 
l[~t~f. Assume f~<g and A~_P. By duality, it is enough to show that f(A)~_ 
ideal(g(A)). Let y be a member of f(A). Then there exists x in A such that 
y el(x). Now f(x)<~g(x), so there exists z in g(x) such that y ~<z. Since z e g(A), 
this shows that y ~ ideal(g(A)), as desired. []  
The next result is a relation counterpart of Abian and Brown's Theorem. 
Smithson proved a similar result [8, Theorem 1.1] which applies to a somewhat 
larger class of posets, at the expense of an added restriction on the relation. 
l~roposifion 5.2. Let P be a poser with no infinite chains. If f : P --~ P is an isotone 
relation, and if there exists an element ao of P such that ao E idealS(a0)) or 
a0 e filter0C(a0)), then f has a fixed point. 
l~root. By duality, we may assume that a0~ ideal(f(a0)). Then there exists al in 
f(ao) such that ao<~al. Since f is isotone, f(ao)<~f(aO. In particular, f(ao)~_ 
ideal(f(a0), so al  ~ideal(f(ax)). Continue this process, and obtain a sequence 
ao<~a~<~a2~a3<~ . . .  such that a ,+~f(a , )  for each n. Since P has no infilaite 
chains, there exists n such that a ,+~=a, .  Then ~ef (a , ) ,  so f has a fixed 
point. []  
Lemma 5.3. I f  P is a connected poser and f : P ~ P is a nonempty isotone relation, 
then f(x) ~ 0 for every x in P. 
]l~t~oL Since f is isotone and P is connected, the image of f in/5 is a connected 
preordered set. Since 0 is not the only value of f, and 0 is not related to any other 
element of/5, it follows that 0 is not a value of f. []  
Lemma 5.4. If P~ Q and Q is connected, then P is connected. 
lO~rooL et f : P ~ Q and g : Q ~ P be isotone functions uch that g o f = idr,. Let 
x and y be elements of P. Since Q is connected, f(x) is connected to f(y). Since g 
is isotone, it follows that g~(x)) is connected to g(f(y)). But the fact that 
g o f~-idp implies that g(f(x)) is connected to x and g~(y)) is connected to y. []  
Theorem 5.5. If P has no infinite chains, P ~ Q, and Q has relational FPP, then P 
has relational FPP. 
][~roo|. Let a : P ~ P be a nonempty isotone relation. We want to show that a has 
a fixed point. 
Since Q has relational FPP, Q has FPP, and in particular Q is connected. So by 
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Lernma 5.4, P is connected. Then by Lemma 5.3, a(x) is nonempty for every x 
in P. 
Choose isotone functions f : P ~ Q and g : Q --~ P such that g o f - -  idp. Con- 
sider the relation [ o a o g : Q ~ Q, which is isotone by Proposition 4.3. Since ct(x) 
is nonempty for every x, f oct o g is nonempty. Now since Q has relational FPP, 
there exists y in Q such that y ~ [ oct o g(y). Therefore g(y) ~ g o f oct o g(y). That 
is, g(y) is a fixed point of g o f o a. 
Since g o f-~ ide, Proposition 5.1 implies that there is a sequence of isotone 
relations g o f o a = ho ~< hi >I h2 <~ h3 ~" " " ~ hn  = or. We can now use Proposition 
5.2 and induction to prove that a has a fixed point. []  
Theorem 5.5 shows that relational FPP, like FPP, is an invariant of order 
homotopy type for posets without infinite chains. 
Theorem 5.6. I f  P has relational FPP and P has no infinite chains, then either P 
has just one element, or else P has an irreducible element. 
Proof. Consider the relation f : P ~ P defined by f(x) = P\(P~x LI P~x)- If f(x) = f~ 
for some x, then either x is the only point of P, or else a maximal element of P<x 
or a minimal element of P>~ is irreducible. So let us assume that f(x) ~ fJ for every 
x inP .  
By definition, f has no fixed point. Since P has relational FPP, it follows that f 
is not isotone. Without loss of generality, there exist elements x < y in P such that 
P\(P~x LJ P , , )  ~ ideal(P\(P~y t3 P~,s)). 
Choose t in P\(P~.  UPs,,) such that t~ideal(P~y UP ,  y)). Note that t~P\ (P ,s  t.J 
P~.s), so t is comparable to y. But t is not comparable to x, and x<y,  so t<y .  
Now choose a maximal element s in the half-open interval (s ~ P : t  <~ s < y}. 
I claim that y is least in P>~. Suppose zeP>~, i.e. s<z .  Then t<z ,  so 
z¢ideal(P\(P~y LIP,y)), hence z is comparable to y. But by choice of s, z is not 
less than y, so y ~< z. This proves the claim. Therefore s is an irreducible of P. []  
Theorem 5.7. A finite poset has relational FPP if and only if it is dismantlable. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 5.5, a finite poset has relational FPP if and 
only if its core has relational FlaP. And in light of Theorem 5.6, the core has 
relational FPP if and only if it is a single point. [ ]  
Remark 5.1. Here is an example of an infinite poset of length 1 which has 
relational FPP but is not dismantlable. Define the poset P to be the union of the 
fences 
x(n, 1)~ ... x(n, n )~ 
c / y(n, 1)/x(n'  2)~y(n, 2) y(n, n) 
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for n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  Note that each of these fences contains the point c, so P is 
connected. Since there are points arbitrarily distant from any given point of P, we 
can see that the identity function of P is not order homotopic to any constant 
map. However, we will prove that P has relational FPP. 
Let f :P  ~ P be a fixed point free isotone relation. We need to show that f is 
the empty relation. First we will prove that for each n and each j, f (x(n,  j)) is 
disjoint from 
{x(n, i) : i ~>j} U{y(n, i) : i ~ j -  1} 
(taking y(n, 0) = c), and that/ (y(n,  j)) is disjoint from 
{x(n, i) : i ~ j} U{y(n, i): i ~j}. 
We proceed by induction on j. By Proposition 5.2, both statements are true for 
j = n. Suppose they are true for j = k. Since f (x(n,  k)) is disjoint from 
{x(n, i ) : i~k}U{y(n ,  i ) : i>~k-1} ,  
ideal (f(x(n, k))) is disjoint from {x(n, i ) : i>~k}U{y(n,  i): i>~k}. Since 
y(n, k -  1)~x(n, k) and f is isotone, /(y(n, k -  1))_ ideal(,f(x(n, k)). Therefore 
[(y(n, k - 1)) is disjoint from {x(n, i) : i >t k} U{y(n, i) : i >~ k}. By Proposition 5.a, 
/(y(n, k - l ) )  is also disjoint from {x(n, k- l ) ,  y(n, k - l )} ,  which proves that 
/(y(n, k -  1)) is disjoint from {x(n, i ) : i  >~k-  1}U{y(n, i ) : i  >~k-  1}, as claimed. 
The dual argument shows that f (x(n,  k -  1)) is disjoint from 
{x(n, i) : i >i k - 1} U {y (n, i) : i/> k - 2}, 
which completes the induction. 
Now we have shown that [(x(n, 1)) is disjoint from 
{x(n, i) : i ~ 1} U{y(n, i) : i ~ 1}. 
Since c <~x(n, 1) and f is isotone, [ (c)~ ideal(f(x(n, 1))). Therefore [(c) is disjoint 
from {x(n, i): i I> 1}Ll{y(n, i): i >~ 1}. Since this is true for every n, [(c) cannot 
contain anything but c. But [ is fixed point free, so f(c) does not contain c either. 
Therefore [ (c)= ¢. Since P is connected, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that f (x)= 
for every x in P, as desired. 
Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
Remark 5.2. Using relational FPP as a simpler model of FPP, we should not be 
too surprised by Baclawski and Bj6rner's example [3, Example 5.4] of a poset P 
which does not have FPP, but such that P is the union of two ideals A and B such 
that A, B, and A fq B do have FlaP. 
For consider the poset shown in Fig. 2. It has no irreducibles, and therefore 
does not have relational FPP. However, the two ideals displayed in Fig. 3 and 
their intersection, a single point, are easily seen to be dismantlable. (This poset 
does have FPP, however, so this example does not replace that of Baclawski and 
Bj6rner.) 
6. Group action on posets 
Suppose that a group G acts on a poset P. (Thus an element of G corresponds 
to an order automorphism of P.) If P has no infinite chains, then each orbit of G 
on P is an antichain of P. We can preorder the orbits by defining xG ~< yG if and 
only if some element of xG is less than or equal to some element of yG. If P has 
no infinite chains, this turns out to be a partial order. Thus, if P has no infinite 
chains, we get a quotient poset P/G, and of course an isotone projection function 
vr : P----> P/ G. 
The interesting thing about this map w is that its inverse relation (which sends 
an orbit to its set of elements) is isotonel This is easy to prove: If xG <~ yG in P/G, 
then we may assume that x ~< y in P. For each g in G, we have xg ~< yg, so clearly 
xG ~ ideal(yG) and yG ___ filter(xG). 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that vr : P ---> O is a surjective isotone function whose inverse 
relation is isotone. I f  P has relational FPP, then so does O. 
Proof. Let f : Q ---> Q be a nonempty isotone relation. Then "/I " -1  o f o "/T : P ~ P is 
also a nonempty isotone relation. Since P has relational FPP, there exists x in P 
such that x E 7r -1 o f o -tr(x). Therefore w(x) E -tro ~r -1 o f o -rr(x). Since -tr is surjec- 
tive, -n" o ~r -1 is the identity function, so ~'(x) E f o 7r(x). Thus "tr(x) is a fixed point 
o f f .  [ ]  
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Corollary 6.2. I[ a group G acts on a poset P without infinite chains, and P has 
relational FPP, then so does PIG. [] 
Corollary 6.2 becomes false if one replaces relational FPP by FPP. To see this, 
let P be the poset of subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4} other than {1, 2, 3, 4}, 0, and {3, 4}, 
ordered by inclusion, and let G be induced by the permutation (1, 2)(3, 4). 
7. Direct products and the fixed point property 
Rival asked [3, p. 286] whether the direct product of two posets with FPP 
always has FPP. Baclawski and Bj6rner gave some partial results [3, pp. 286-287] 
but the general question remains open. Note that the converse is true, i.e. if P × Q 
has FPP, then so do P and Q. To see this, note that P and Q are retracts of P × Q, 
and apply Proposition 3.1. Similarly, if P x Q has relational FPP, then so do P 
and Q. 
We begin our study of direct products by observing how order homotopy 
behaves with respect o direct products. 
l~ropositlon 7.1. I f  f = g and h ~- k, then f x h = g x k. 
Proot. Since f = g, there is a sequence f = q~o ~< ~01 ~ ~02 ~" " ° ~ ~0m = g- Since h = k, 
there is a sequence h = ~bo ~< ~1 ~> ~2 ~<"  • ~> ~b, = k. By introducing repetitions into 
one of the sequences, we may assume that m = n. Then 
fx  h = q~oX ~bo~<q~l x ~bl ~>q~2 x ~b2~ <. .  • ~> q~, x ~k, =gxk ,  
so fxh=gxk .  [] 
Corollary 7.2. I f  P = Q and R ~- S, then P × R ~- O × S. [] 
Corollary 7.3. I f  P and Q are finite posets, then 
core(P x Q) = core(P) x core(Q). 
lh~of. By Corollary 7.2 and Corollary 2.4, P x Q =core(P )x  core(Q). But also 
P xQ=core(P×Q) ,  so core(PxQ)=core(P )xcore(Q) .  It is easily seen that 
core(P) × core(Q) has no irreducibles, o the result follows by Corollary 2.7. []  
The two corollaries above generalize [6, Lemma 6.6], which says that a product 
of finite dismantlable posers is dismantlable (hence a product of finite posets with 
relational FPP has relational FPP.) 
Remark 7.1. In studying whether the direct product of two posets P and Q with 
FPP always has FPP we may assume that P = Q. Here's why: The direct product 
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conjecture " I f  P and Q have FPP, then so does P x Q"  dearly implies the 
restricted direct product conjecture " I f  P has FPP, then so does P×P."  Con- 
versely, assume that the restricted irect product conjecture is true, and let P and 
Q be posets with FPP. Choose elements x in P and y in Q. Construct a new poset 
R by starting with the direct sum of P and Q, and adding a single new minimal 
element z such that R>z = P~x tA Q~y. See Fig. 4. I claim that R has FPP. Let 
f :R - -~R be an isotone function. If f(z) = z, we are done. Without loss of 
generality, assume that f(z) ~ Q. Define a retraction r: R --~ Q by 
r (w)={w if weQ,  
y otherwise. 
Let j : Q --~ R be the inclusion map. Then r o f o j maps Q to Q, and Q has FPP, so 
there exists t in Q such that r ofo j ( t )= t. Then j orofo j ( t )=j ( t ) .  If [o j ( t )eQ,  
then j orofoj(t)=foj(t), and j(t) is a fixed point of [. If f oj(t)~Q, then 
j o r o f o j(t) = y, so y = j(t). Thus f(y) = [ o j(t) ¢ Q. But that is impossible, because 
z < y and f(z) ~ Q. 
Now, by assumption of the restricted irect product conjecture, R x R has FlaP. 
Since P and Q are retracts of R, P x Q is a retract of R × R. Therefore by 
Proposition 3.1, P × Q has FPP. 
One of the partial results of Baclawski and Bj6rner [3, Corollary 5.7] says that 
if P is dismantlable and Q has FPP, then P × Q has FPP. If we set P = Q in that 
result, we only obtain the fact that if P is dismantlable, then P xP  (being 
dismantable) has FPP. The following result covers a few more cases; for instance 
it shows that the square of the poset of Remark 5.1 has FlaP. 
Theorem 7.4. I f  P has relational FPP, Q has FPP, and P and Q are well-ordered 
complete, then P × Q has FPP. 
Proof. Define relations fix : Horn(P, P) --~ P and fix : Horn(Q, Q) ~ Q which send 
a function to its set of fixed points. Since P and Q have FPP, the values of these 
relations are all nonempty. Since P and Q are well-ordered complete, one can use 
the Abian and Brown theorem to show that these relations are isotone. 
Let ¢ :P  x Q--~ P x Q be an isotone function. We want to show that ¢ has a 
fixed point. 
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Define an isotone function 
g:P- - -~Hom(Q, Q) by g(x)(y)= ~'2(q~(x, y)), 
where -n'2:P x Q ~ Q is the coordinate projection. Similarly define an isotone 
function h : Q ~ Horn(P, P) by h(y)(x) = wl(q~(x, y)). 
Consider the nonempty isotone relation 
f ix  o h o f ix  o g : p..--,, p .  
P g >Hom(Q, Q) 
Hom(P ,P )  < h O 
Since P has relational FPP, this relation has a fixed point. That is, there exists x in 
P such that x ~ fix o h o fix o g(x). This means that x is fixed by some member of 
h °fix° g(x). So there is some member y of fix° g(x) such that h(y) fixes x. The 
fact that h(y) fixes x says that "rrl(q~(x, y)) = x. The fact that y ~ fix o g(x) says that 
"n'2(q~(x, y)) = y. Therefore q~(x, y) = (x, y). []  
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